
HOW TO START WRITING ARTICLES FOR EHOW

During a slow period in my life when I couldn't find enough "real" work, I wrote for eHow and other online information
sites, doing 1 or 2 articles.

Rachel is an LA-based writer, wife, and mom. These are the 2 best places where you can make money with
your articles and there are others as well. Here are three ways that writers can make cash from the ehow. If the
article you publish is low quality, the editors would delete it later. When I click on this, it is Here is some tips
on how you can post articles in ehow. And most of their. Second, read Desolator's Guide to Ehow. I use
Wordtracker and Google's Adsense Keyword suggester tool to come up with new ideas. If you have decent
grammar and typing skills, you will be able to write articles for money. If you want to make money, you
should be ready to write a lot of articles. Write Creative Articles Choosing eHow Topics Choosing good
writing topics for eHow is important for maximizing your earnings, especially as the how-to library grows and
more topics are taken. Write articles - Write down your article ideas on a piece of paper about things that you
are very familiar with or have knowledge about. I also enjoyed sharing my knowledge on the Web for others
to come across and hopefully benefit from. I chose topics I knew about and could research easily from my
home library, so the writing process was pretty smooth. Looking at the homepage of ehow, I guess that they
put articles that are demand. Although, you are required to write about how to do things. The key benefits of
writing for eHow are that you consistently earn extra cash on your own time, you get paid to write articles and
research interesting topics, you get to work with experienced copy editors who help you hone your craft, and
you get online articles published under your name. Since articles are what earns money on the site, inevitably,
writers are losing money. Would you like access to over 17 million. For examples of eHow articles that have
made it through the clean-up, take a look at mine here: Alina Bradford's Articles Update: eHow is now only
accepting article submissions through Demand Media Studios. Special training, advanced degrees, or
expert-level knowledge will set you apart from the fray. Over time, you would like to research the popular
topics that people are searching for. Instead, they are like a revenue sharing site i. I worked for them for
several months in and ghostwrote about articles for the eHow. Maria has spent a lot of time perfecting her
methods and shares those methods in this book. Think like a freelance writer. Many are reluctant to sign up
with eHow because the site is secretive about how earnings are calculated and what share of the ad revenue
writers receive. The eHow editors and readers will know you're bluffing. The longer you do this, the less effort
it takes because articles you wrote six months ago could be gaining momentum. There's no more posting clone
articles in-mass and then raking in the dough for those who used to have hundreds of articles on the site. Write
clear, engaging titles. Those who want to get paid for providing content must fill out a form at the site that
includes some sensitive information such as your SSN--for tax purposes, I'm assuming , so this alone deters a
good number of people. To make money online click on the link in my Resources Box below to generate
income online. Submit your articles to search engines - After you have completed writing your articles, I
strongly recommend for you to submit them to major search engines. There are many other directories and
search engines that you can submit your articles to as well. I decided to write an eBook on eHow and residual
income to summarize and expand on the eHow writing process, maximizing residual income and sharing my
own earnings at eHow as well as the success of many other writers there. Writing articles is one of the best
ways to start making money online quickly, Join to earn - Sign up for bmbnofl.


